The precise mechanism of anaesthetic action on a neural level remains unclear. Recent approaches suggest that anaesthetics attenuate the complexity of interactions (connectivity) however evidence remains insufficient. We used tools from network and information theory to show that, during propofol-induced sedation, a collection of brain regions displayed decreased complexity in their connectivity patterns, especially so if they were sparsely connected. Strikingly, we found that, despite their low connectivity strengths, these regions exhibited an inordinate role in network integration. Their location and connectivity complexity delineated a specific pattern of sparse interactions mainly involving default mode regions while their connectivity complexity during the awake state also correlated with reaction times during sedation signifying its importance as a reliable indicator of the effects of sedation on individuals. Contrary to established views suggesting sedation affects only richly connected brain regions, we propose that suppressed complexity of sparsely connected regions should be considered a critical feature of any candidate mechanistic description for loss of consciousness.
Introduction
Neuroimaging techniques have made possible the quantification of blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal correlations from brain regions of interest, known as functional connectivity, showing reproducible patterns across experiments and individuals . Modelling functional connectivity as networks or graphs, with nodes corresponding to specific brain regions and edges representing correlations between their time series, has shown that there is an association between graph topological properties and brain function (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012) . One fundamental property of brain networks is how well connected each region is to the rest of the brain as quantified by its number of edges (degree). Studies have shown that the degree sample of resting-state functional connectivity networks (where participants do not engage with any specific task) conforms to distributions that follow a non-trivial heavy-tailed pattern (V ertes et al., 2012) . The complexity of this distribution is a critical trait of functional connectivity networks, emphasising the co-existence of highly connected regions and sparsely connected regions that together support local and global integration in the brain (Zamora-L opez et al., 2016) .
If there is an archetypal complexity pattern that characterizes the awake brain's functional connectivity, then fundamental questions pertain to how this complexity changes during altered states of consciousness. Previous research has demonstrated alterations in functional connectivity networks and their degree properties during anaesthesia or disorders of consciousness (Achard et al., 2012) . However, studies attempting the precise quantification of these alterations are contradictory. While some propose alterations in highly connected regions or hubs (Chennu et al., 2017; Crossley et al., 2014) others have shown alterations in regions with a small number of connections (Achard et al., 2012) precluding the specific characterization of changes in the degree distribution.
In this work we used the (Shannon) entropy (Ben-Naim, 2012; Shannon, 1948) of the degree distribution as proxy for brain network complexity and we compared networks with potential differences in their degree properties on the basis of their respective entropies. In addition to what has been previously proposed for quantifying the entropy in networks (Mowshowitz and Dehmer, 2012; Zamora-L opez et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2011) , we sought to accurately capture subtle changes in the degree distribution and we separated regions based on their degree frequency; i.e. regions with frequent and infrequent/rare degrees where the latter included highly and sparsely connected regions. Global/whole-brain entropy was calculated as the sum of probabilities corresponding to high (entropy of frequent degrees or frequent entropy) and low (entropy of rare degrees or rare entropy) degrees (Valiant and Valiant, 2013) .
Our approach allowed us to consider the following questions. First we asked whether reduced consciousness is characterized by decreased global entropy in line with theories proposing that the unconscious brain is a system with decreased entropy Tagliazucchi et al., 2014) . Second, we asked whether a decrease in global entropy would be disproportionally evident in a specific part of the degree distribution, motivated by evidence that loss of consciousness is characterized by connectivity changes that do not span the entire brain (Alkire et al., 2008; Guldenmund et al., 2013; Schiff, 2008) . In other words, we asked whether areas with dense or sparse connections suffered disproportionally from the administration of the anaesthetic drug. The motivation behind this question is the differential effect that anaesthetic agents can have on the pattern of specific connections with sparsely connected regions being primary candidates as they are potentially more susceptible to anaesthetic agents compared to highly connected ones (hubs) (Alkire et al., 2008) . Limited work on functional connectivity data (Gallos et al., 2012) has led to the hypothesis that perturbation of sparse connectivity could produce disconnected network components at a regional level causing loss of network integration; however evidence for this during states of decreased consciousness has not yet been shown.
Moreover, we asked whether specific (large-scale) network connectivity changes disproportionately contribute to sedation-induced changes in entropy. Previous work has discussed the importance of two specific large-scale networks in this context. One the one hand, the frontoparietal "control" network has been implicated in the loss of information integration during decreased consciousness (Guldenmund et al., 2016 ) while we and others have shown that the default mode network is re-organized during sedation Stamatakis et al., 2010) and in diseases of consciousness .
Lastly, obtaining a connectivity-based marker predictive of an individual's behaviour during pharmacologically induced states of decreased consciousness remains a fundamental challenge, mainly due to the variety of connectivity changes in different regions. Here we investigated the relationship between complexity and behaviour by asking whether the level of degree entropy during the awake state could predict changes in reaction time levels following the administration of propofol.
We addressed these questions using fMRI imaging data obtained during different levels of propofol sedation. Administration of propofol was used to achieve light and moderate sedation followed by a recovery state. Resting-state functional MRI scans during these four sedation levels (including baseline/awake) allowed us to construct networks representative of each individual's functional connectivity and to quantify entropy at different levels of sedation.
Materials and methods

Experiment and data acquisition
Part of the data used in this experiment was previously used in Stamatakis et al. (2010) .
Ethics statement
25 healthy volunteers (16 male, 9 female, age mean ¼ 35, range ¼ 19-52 years) were included in the propofol experiment. All procedures were according to the local ethics permission from the Cambridgeshire 2 Regional ethics committee.
Experimental setup and procedure
In order to test the effect of sedation on functional connectivity networks and their complexity, fMRI data was obtained during different propofol-induced sedation levels. The experimental design (leaving out task data that was collected during the same experiment) consisted of four scanning runs of resting-state fMRI corresponding to four levels of sedation (awake, light sedation, moderate sedation, recovery). The order of the administration of light and moderate sedation was randomized. For administration we used a computer controlled intravenous infusion aiming to achieve three target plasma levels -no drug (awake), 0.6 μg/ml (light sedation), and 1.2 μg/ml (moderate sedation) (Absalom and Menon, 2009; Marsh et al., 1991) . Each scanning run lasted 5 min with two 5-min intervals between the two levels of sedation and one 5-min interval before recovery where no imaging took place. We instructed volunteers to close their eyes and think about nothing in particular throughout the acquisition of the resting-state data. Volunteers were informed of the risks of propofol administration and were also informed about more minor effects of propofol such as pain on injection, sedation, and amnesia. In addition, standard information about intravenous cannulation, blood sampling, and MRI scanning was provided. At regular intervals between scans, depth of sedation was evaluated by assessing the responsiveness of volunteers to verbal instructions and formally recorded as OAA/S scores. During data collection there were always two trained anaesthesiologists present, and observed the volunteers from the MRI control room and on a video link that showed the volunteers in the scanner. Task data during a semantic judgement task was also collected for all the sedation levels after obtaining the resting-state data. The experimental design is described in detail in Adapa et al. (2014) . In short, the task experiment consisted of four scanning runs (corresponding to the sedation levels described previously) where each scanning run lasted 5.5 min and comprised alternating 30 s blocks of words and acoustically matched non-speech (buzz/noise) stimuli. Stimuli were presented with a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 3 s in silent intervals between scans. Blocks of 8 stimuli were presented with an additional 6 s of silence between blocks to allow estimation of baseline activity. Participants were asked to respond with a button press to indicate whether presented words referred to living or non-living items and whether non-speech stimuli were buzz-type or noise-type items. Response times acquired from this experiment were analysed and correlated with results from the complexity analysis obtained from the resting-state data as described in section 2.4.8.
MRI imaging
MRI data acquisition
MRI data was acquired using a 3T Siemens scanner (WBIC, Cambridge). Functional data was obtained using an echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence and each functional BOLD volume consisted of 32 interleaved, descending, oblique axial slices, 3 mm thick with interslice gap of 0.75 mm, in-plane resolution of 3 mm, field of view ¼ 192 Â 192 mm, TR ¼ 2000 ms, echo time ¼ 30 ms, and flip angle 78 ο . 900 vol were obtained in total and each state (awake, light sedation, moderate sedation, and recovery) corresponded to 150 volumes. T1-weighted structural images were acquired at 1 mm isotropic resolution in the sagittal plane, using an MPRAGE sequence with TR ¼ 2250 ms, TI ¼ 900 ms, TE ¼ 2.99 ms and flip angle ¼ 9 ο for localisation purposes.
MRI data preprocessing
Images were pre-processed and modelled using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) Version 8.0 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and MATLAB Version 12a platforms (http://www.mathworks.co.uk/ products/matlab/). The first six volumes were discarded to allow for MR signal equilibration. All imaging data was preprocessed following a standard pipeline of slice-time and motion correction, normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space utilising the segmented high-resolution grey matter structural image and an a priori grey matter template. Functional images were smoothed with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
Functional connectivity networks
The main objective of this work was to quantify the complexity of functional connectivity networks and how it changes at different levels of sedation. We initially adopted a whole-brain approach in which correlation matrices were built based on equally sized regions of interest (ROIs) spanning the entire brain. Details are presented below.
Regions of interest
We used a set of predefined ROIs as follows: a) Cortical ROIs from the FSL Harvard-Oxford maximum likelihood cortical atlas divided bilaterally into regions covering the left/right hemisphere (91 ROIs). b) Subcortical ROIs from the FSL Harvard-Oxford maximum likelihood subcortical atlas (15 ROIs) (Makris et al., 2006) . c) Cerebellar parcellation from the Automated Anatomical Labelling (AAL) atlas (26 ROIs) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) . The combined atlas was provided with the CONN toolbox described below.
Connectivity matrices and network construction
We used the CONN functional connectivity toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012) to obtain the time series from the ROIs described in the previous section. A strict temporal preprocessing pipeline of nuisance regression was applied. Linear regression confounds included CompCor components attributable to white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signals (Behzadi et al., 2007) , subject-specific six realignment parameters and the effects of the session (i.e. drug level) . In addition, a high pass filter of 0.009 Hz was applied to remove low frequency fluctuations due to scanner noise.
Z-transformed linear correlation coefficients were calculated between the 132 time series corresponding to each ROI and used to construct correlation matrices for the awake state, mild sedation, moderate sedation, and recovery utilising MATLAB functions. For each individual we constructed four correlation matrices corresponding to the four sedation levels. Each matrix was then proportionally thresholded using the BCT toolbox (https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/) at a range of densities τ in order to construct networks (and their adjacency matrices) that have the same number of edges across individuals and conditions. Here we chose a range of densities from τ ¼ 7%-19% in steps of 2%. The lower bound threshold was chosen as a more conservative threshold compared to the 4% threshold chosen by Power et al. (2011) with the purpose of keeping the networks from being severely fragmented. The upper threshold bound was chosen so as to prevent the networks from being random by introducing unnecessary edges (Bassett and Bullmore, 2006) . For each threshold in that range, non-weighted and weighted degrees for all the regions were calculated using the BCT toolbox. The non-weighted degree for each region was defined as its number of edges regardless of the strength of the correlation (binarized degree sample). The weighted degree for each region was defined as the sum of strengths of the edges (weighted degree sample). Results presented in this work were averaged across the range of thresholds τ in order to show their robustness with respect to different thresholds.
Large-scale networks
ROIs were also classified into large-scale networks in order to assess the importance of each network in the complexity of functional connectivity (see section 2.4). We defined cortical large-scale networks using the 7 masks from Yeo et al. (2011) that are available online (https:// surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/CorticalParcellation_Yeo2011). In order to assign each ROI to one of the networks, we used an in-house MATLAB script to calculate the overlap of each ROI with each network. Each ROI was assigned with an overlap number for each network by counting the number of voxels that were both in the ROI and the network. The maximum overlap (across networks) was used to assign the ROI to the respective network. Subcortical and cerebellar ROIs were grouped together to become "subcortical" and "cerebellar" networks respectively. For confirmation of our results on the effect of each network, we also used the 10 Smith et al. (2009) network masks that are available online (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/datasets/brainmapþrsns). We followed an identical methodology for assigning each ROI to the 10 Smith et al. (2009) networks.
Data analysis
We quantified complexity of functional connectivity by using the entropy of the degree distribution of whole-brain networks. A refined approach was implemented that examined different parts of the degree distribution based on the degree type (rare and frequent). Details are presented in the following sections.
Degree entropy
Global/whole-brain entropy was calculated for each individual and each level of sedation by calculating the entropy of the underlying probability distribution of the non-weighted degree sample p i as H ¼ À P i p i logp i . As we were interested in looking at the differential effect of propofol on whole-brain entropy, entropy was calculated in two parts; one corresponding to regions that their degree values appeared frequently in the sample (frequent degrees) and one for regions that their degrees appeared infrequently (rare degrees). Different methodologies were used to calculate the entropy of rare and frequent degrees. The rationale behind this was that standard (naïve) entropy estimators cause bias in the estimation of entropy when sample elements do not appear often (as in rare degrees). Details are following.
For a degree sample of size k obtained from a brain network, we calculated its fingerprint ðFð1Þ; Fð2Þ; …Þ where Fð1Þ was the number of nodes appearing once, Fð2Þ was the number of nodes appearing twice and so on. Given a frequency level B 2 f1; length of fingerprintg indicating an index in the fingerprint, the part of the fingerprint from B to the end of the fingerprint ðFðB þ 1Þ; :::; end of fingerprintÞ corresponded to degrees appearing frequently in the sample whereas the part of the fingerprint ð1; …FðBÞÞ corresponded to the rare degrees.
The histogram of the degree distribution p i , denoted by h p ðxÞ, is equal to the number of degrees that occur with probability x. Using this notation, entropy is defined as
The histogram of the distribution h p ðxÞ and probabilities x were calculated separately for frequent and rare degrees. Specifically, for the frequent degrees a histogram h frequent ðxÞ ¼ FðiÞ with probability x ¼ log i=k: This is also called the naïve estimation of entropy. For the rare degrees, a histogram of probability distribution was derived by solving an optimization problem. First, an initial, non-informative mesh of probabilities x 1 ; …; x l ; was defined as
In turn, the goal was to find a histogram h rare ¼ h 1 ðx 1 Þ; …; h l ðx l Þ corresponding to these probabilities such that it would minimize the quantity
The notation poiðx j k; iÞ for a degree associated with probability x j , represents the probability of that degree to appear i times in the sample of size k (this probability follows a Poisson distribution). Practically speaking, the goal was to find a probability histogram h that would minimize the distance between the expected fingerprint P l j¼1 h j ðx j Þpoiðx j k; iÞ and the observed fingerprint FðiÞ of the rare degrees in order to minimize the bias in estimating entropy. The distance between the expected and observed fingerprints was penalized by the inverse of standard deviation of FðiÞ calculated as 1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi FðiÞ þ 1 p as this would minimize their statistical discrepancy (Valiant and Valiant, 2013) . The
FðiÞ k guaranteed that h would correspond to a probability histogram and that the total probability mass would sum to 1. The constraint h j ! 0; 8j ensured that all probability values were nonnegative. The solution of this problem resulted in a histogram h j and the rare entropy was then calculated as
The details on the optimization solution are described in Valiant and Valiant (2013) (Valiant and Valiant, 2013) . The code used to obtain the rare degree distribution can be found here (http://theory.stanford.edu/ valiant/code.html). The definition of rare degrees was associated with degrees appearing in the fingerprint with frequencies from 1% (i.e., B ¼ 1) to 4% (i.e. B ¼ 5) of the degree sample size (k ¼ 132). The upper bound was chosen empirically so as to include approximately half of the obtained average fingerprint length across all individuals and sedation levels. Eventually, for each individual and at each sedation level, global/whole-brain entropy H total was obtained as the sum of the frequent and rare entropy. Results were shown for an average over all frequencies B (and over all thresholds τ mentioned previously).
Next we attempted to show that whole-brain entropy in functional connectivity networks could differentiate between brain networks and synthetic networks associated with different topological organization. To do so, we used a variety of synthetic networks as well as functional connectivity networks obtained from the awake state. For all the synthetic networks the number of nodes was set to 132 making it equal to the one coming from our adopted parcellation method. We constructed three types of synthetic networks 1) Erd€ os-Renyi random graphs with probability connection 0.5 using the BCT toolbox 2) Scale-free networks using publicly available code found here (https://uk.mathworks.com/ matlabcentral/fileexchange/11947-b-a-scale-free-network-generationand-visualization) with default parameters and 3) networks consisting of 8 modules using the publicly available code found here (https://www. aesizemore.com/network-toolboxes.html) and defaults parameters. For comparison, all networks were proportionally thresholded at a 10% edge density and were compared with functional connectivity networks during the awake state that were also thresholded at 10% edge density.
Following this analysis, global, rare and frequent entropies were analysed at different sedation levels in order to investigate a) whether there was an effect of sedation on global entropy and b) whether this effect was uniform or it differed based on the rare/frequent degree stratification.
Calculating rare entropy for weighted degrees
To show that results on rare entropy were also true for the weighted functional connectivity networks, we calculated the rare entropy of the weighted degree sample obtained for each whole-brain network. The weighted degree sample contained non-integer values thus requiring a slightly modified version of the fingerprint. Here we split the degree sample into a default number of bins (nbins ¼ 20) and we constructed a fingerprint based on the number of occurrences as previously. In turn, rare entropy was calculated as in the non-weighted case by splitting the fingerprint into rare and frequent degrees and using the aforementioned optimization method to obtain the rare entropy.
Normalizing entropy to account for sample size bias
When calculating the effect of sedation on rare and frequent degree entropies we normalized these by the lengths of the rare and frequent degree distributions respectively to account for sample size bias. As B was the same for calculating rare entropy for each individual at each sedation level, the length of the rare distribution (calculated from the part of the fingerprint B) was fixed; however this was not the case for the frequent distribution. For example one can imagine a scenario where the part corresponding to the frequent degrees ðFðB þ 1Þ; :::; end of fingerprintÞ has variable length due to a variable length fingerprint thus leading to false estimates. Eventually we normalized both rare and frequent degree entropies by the lengths of their corresponding distributions H rare ¼ À P i2prare ðp i logp i Þ=ðlengthðp rare Þ and
lengthðp frequent Þ although only the latter was needed.
The effect of noisy correlations on rare degrees
Regions with rare degrees corresponded to regions with a "unique" connectivity pattern that could potentially reflect a noisy effect induced by network thresholding. To assess whether the definition of rare degrees was not influenced by this, we performed the following analysis. It is true that thresholding the matrices at increasing edge densities (i.e. keeping more and more edges in the correlation matrix) might introduce noisy false positive edges (van den Heuvel et al., 2017) . We thus wanted to investigate whether the definition of rare degree for one region i.e. having a rare high (or low) degree would still hold with increasing number of edges. First we identified the regions with rare degrees at the lowest threshold (7%). This was done separately for all the different frequency levels B considered in this work. We then kept track of how many times these regions would still be classified as rare (at the same level B) as more edges would be introduced by increasing the threshold density up to 19%. We conducted this analysis by calculating a percentage of how many times out of the 6 thresholds (9% up to 19% in steps of 2%) a rare region would still be classified as rare. Averaged over all B levels, we found that for the awake state a mean of 62% was achieved over all participants, for mild sedation a mean of 61%, for moderate sedation 60% and for recovery a mean of 61%. This implied that across participants and in all four conditions, regions classified as regions with rare degrees at the very strict threshold were still classified as rare even in the presence of more and potentially noisy correlations.
Identifying regions with rare-low and rare-high degrees
Splitting the degree sample into two types of degrees (regions with rare and frequent degrees) allowed us to look into the differential effect of propofol on whole-brain entropy that had to do with the degree type of each region. As it will become evident in the results section, regions with rare degrees had decreased entropy during sedation showing a similar trend as in whole-brain entropy. Thus we shifted the focus to look into more localized effects within these regions alluding to their different functional roles and, specifically, their role in network integration. Two types of rare degree regions were examined: regions with high degrees (rare-high or highly connected regions) or regions with low degrees (rare-low or sparsely connected regions).
Sparsely connected regions were obtained as follows. We first identified the rare degrees in the original degree sample alongside the top 20 high degrees in the sample. We then took the intersection of these two sets and we subtracted it from the original set of rare degrees. It is worth noting that rare degrees that were not removed using this procedure would still be rare (i.e. their frequency would still remain B for any given frequency level B). In addition, this procedure left the frequent degrees part of the sample unchanged. Highly connected regions were computed similarly by removing the bottom 20 low degrees in the degree sample from the rare degrees.
After identifying regions with rare-low degrees we used these in several ways. 1) First we identified their role in network integration by looking at their impact on the largest connected component (details are presented in the next section). 2) We used their entropy (rare-low entropy) instead of the unaltered rare entropy to see if it could better discriminate between sedation states, the assumption behind this being that sparsely connected regions would be disproportionally affected by propofol. We compared this with the effect obtained from calculating only the entropy of regions with rare-high degrees (rare-high entropy). It is worth noting that rare-high and rare-low entropies were further normalized by the length of their corresponding distributions to account for sample size bias. 3) As it will become apparent in the results section, sparsely connected regions were shown to be the strongest contributors to the effects observed from earlier analyses. To gather more information on this, we also examined the effect of sedation on the location of sparsely connected regions. For consistency, we did not discuss individual regions in this set of results but each of the 9 networks they belong to. 4) Finally, we calculated the spatial extent of their connectivity with the rest of the brain.
Largest connected component
To assess the importance of sparsely connected regions in network integration, we calculated their impact on the largest connected component after virtually lesioning them. The largest connected component in a network is the largest number of nodes that are connected with each other, i.e. starting from any node within the connected component, one can always reach (using a path consisting of edges) every node within the connected component. For our analysis we considered the size of the largest connected component after lesioning certain nodes. We measured G as
where D or is size of the largest connected component in the original network, D les is the size of the largest connected component in the network after lesioning the node of interest and N or is the number of nodes in the network. G is a normalized positive measure that quantifies the length of the connected component in the lesioned network with respect to the size of the connected component in the original network. The higher the G the more the difference in the connected component and thus the more impactful the lesion is in network integration. To compute the size of the largest connected component we used a publicly available code for MATLAB available here (https://uk.mathworks.com/ matlabcentral/fileexchange/30926-largest-component).
Calculating the residual entropy of each large-scale network
We then shifted our focus from the effect of sparsely connected regions on whole-brain entropy to the effect of large-scale networks. To do so, we conducted a lesion analysis and residual entropy was calculated by removing the nodes corresponding to each large-scale network and calculating the global and rare entropy of the residual networks as previously.
Behavioural data
In Section 3.4 we examined the relationship between reaction times and entropy in order to see whether reductions in the entropy of rare-low degrees would predict behaviour under sedation. Behavioural data for 20 of the 25 participants were obtained after the resting-state fMRI scanning session and described in the experimental setup. The experimental paradigm used to obtain behavioural data is described in more detail in Adapa et al. (2014) . In short, participants were presented with words and non-speech stimuli in alternating trials and were asked to respond with a button press to indicate whether presented words referred to living or nonliving items and whether non-speech stimuli were buzz-type or noise-type items. Behavioural responses were categorized into correct responses, incorrect responses, and time-outs (no response to stimuli within 3 s of presentation). Response/reaction times were analysed for correctly classified stimuli (measured from word onset). Reaction times of each individual were averaged over trials for each sedation level. For the purposes of this study we correlated the average reaction times with different measures of entropy (rare-low entropy and residual entropy) in order to provide evidence for a connectivity-based marker predictive of an individual's behaviour during sedation.
Statistical analysis
Statistical comparisons for global, rare, and frequent entropy in section 3.1 were performed using one-way factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures with the one factor being the 4 sedation levels (awake, mild sedation, moderate sedation, recovery). The p values reported are from post hoc comparisons after Bonferroni correction. A two-tailed post hoc test with p < 0.05 after multiple comparisons correction was considered statistically significant. Data was checked for sphericity using Mauchly's test.
In Section 3.2 to compare the effect of sedation on the length of the largest connected component, we used a one-way ANOVA for repeated measures with Bonferroni correction for the post hoc tests. In addition, in order to compare the effects obtained for the entropies of sparsely and highly connected regions (across different sedation levels) with the effect obtained using the unaltered rare entropy, we used an equivalent of Cohen's d-score in the multivariate setting called the Mahalanobis distance (Del Giudice et al., 2012) . Statistical p values were obtained by constructing appropriate confidence intervals with bootstrapping using the code provided here (https://sites.google.com/site/mvlombardo/ matlab-tutorials/computeeffectsizes). We also examined the effect of sedation on the large-scale network membership and connectivity of sparsely connected regions. To enhance clarity and avoid the problem of excessive multiple comparisons we categorized the position and connectivity of sparsely connected region into 9 networks and, in turn, we performed pairwise t-tests for each network only between the two extreme states, namely awake and moderate sedation states. The p values obtained were Bonferroni corrected for 9 networks meaning that a p value below 0.05/9 ¼ 0.0056 was considered statistically significant.
In Section 3.3, we examined the effect of sedation on simulated lesions of 9 networks defined by Yeo and colleagues (Yeo et al., 2011) . Thus for each simulated lesion we conducted one-way ANOVA and we obtained p values coming from post hoc comparisons after Bonferroni correction. These p values were further corrected for 9 networks. The latter correction was done for 10 networks when the Smith et al. (2009) parcellation was considered.
In Section 3.4 the correlation and p values reported were obtained using Pearson's linear correlations between reactions time and (rare-low or residual) entropy.
Results
Global and rare entropy in the whole-brain
We first asked whether the global entropy of the degree distribution of functional connectivity networks changes with increasing sedation (Fig. 1) .
A repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of sedation on global entropy (F 3;72 ¼ 3:39; p ¼ 0:0226) (Fig. 2a) and post hoc ttests showed that entropy was decreased during moderate sedation compared to the awake state (p ¼ 0:0137). When we considered different parts of the degree distribution we found a significant effect of sedation on rare entropy (F 3;72 ¼ 3:46; p ¼ 0:0208) (Fig. 2b) with post hoc t-tests revealing a significant decrease during moderate sedation compared to the awake state (p ¼ 0:0120). We conducted a similar analysis for the frequent entropy where we observed no alterations across sedation levels (F 3;72 ¼ 0:29; p ¼ 0:8352) (Fig. 2c) . In other words, the pattern we observed with rare degrees alone mirrored the pattern of global entropy. To make a direct connection with theories discussing the importance of regions with rare connections in network communication (Gallos et al., 2012; Granovetter, 1973) , we conducted similar analysis by considering the weighted degree of each region. Similarly to the unweighted version we found that sedation had an effect on the entropy of the weighted rare degrees (F 3;72 ¼ 4:38; p ¼ 0:0069) with post hoc tests revealing that moderate sedation had significantly less entropy than the awake state (p ¼ 0.0066) (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Collectively these results suggested that the effect of sedation was more evident in regions with rare degrees (weighted or unweighted) potentially reflecting the selective action of the anaesthetic.
Rare entropy in the whole-brain: the role of sparsely connected regions
Sparsely connected regions and their role in network integration
Regions with rare degrees included highly connected (rare high degrees) and sparsely connected (rare low degrees) with each having different functional roles in network communication. Information produced locally usually within groups of highly (modules or components) connected regions propagates to the distant parts of the brain through Fig. 1 . j Degree entropy of functional connectivity networks. Part (a) shows how to obtain a network representation from functional connectivity data. Each entry in the matrix is a Pearson correlation between the BOLD signals of two brain regions. A functional connectivity network representation can be obtained by considering brain regions as nodes and their signal correlations as edges. The degree of each region is defined as its number of edges towards the rest of the network. Part (b) shows the associated degree histogram for a typical functional connectivity network. The number of nodes having degrees appearing once, twice, …can be quantified using the fingerprint of the sample; that is the histogram of the values in the y-axis of the histogram ("histogram of the histogram"). The red line splits the degrees to i) those that occur below a specific frequency B (here B ¼ 3) in the sample (associated with rare degrees entropy, H rare ) ii) the rest of the degrees (associated with frequent degrees entropy, H frequent ). The former includes degrees of regions that are rare but have a high degree value (highly connected regions) and degrees of regions that are rare but have a low degree value (sparsely connected regions). The global entropy of the sample is calculated by adding the rare and frequent entropies. Global entropy can discriminate between networks with different topological organization following an inversed U pattern as shown in part (c). Entropy of networks with high homogeneity (for example lattices where each node is connected to every node with same number of edges) have 0 or close to 0 entropy. As we progress across networks with more complex topological organization, entropy increases reaching a peak at the entropy of functional connectivity networks. Networks with a rather random organization will have less entropy that the complex ones and they delineate the right side of the spectrum. Part (d) shows some results on synthetic networks compared to the global entropy of the 25 participants during the awake state (see Methods for details on obtaining these).
sparsely connected regions; thus the importance of individual regions for whole-brain network integration varies (Gallos et al., 2012) . Motivated by our hypothesis that sparsely connected regions might have a profound impact on network integration, we identified these within each individual's rare degree sample and we quantified their role in network integration. Mathematically one can quantify this by measuring the size of the largest connected component in the network after these regions have been virtually removed (Fig. 3a, Del Ferraro et al., 2018; Gallos et al., 2012) : the larger the connected component in the lesioned network, the less the impact in network integration. Using this methodology we found two interesting results regarding the role of the sparsely connected regions in network integration: 1) During the awake state the sparsely connected regions were associated with a smaller connected component compared to an equally sized sample of randomly chosen (rare and frequent) nodes (F 3;72 ¼ 4; 58; p ¼ 0:0054 and Fig. 3b) 2). That effect was abolished with increasing sedation implying that these regions were losing their role in network integration (post hoc test awake vs. moderate sedation p ¼ 0:0046). Combining the last result with the fact that we observed reduced entropy in the rare degrees, we concluded that sparsely connected regions reorganized in a way that prevented network integration when participants were moderately sedated.
Using only sparsely connected regions to discriminate between sedation levels
The previous results collectively suggested that the entropy of sparsely connected regions might be more predictive of anaesthetic depth than other regions. Here we sought to confirm this by first removing the rare-high degrees from each participant's sample and, using the Mahalanobis distance (Del Giudice et al., 2012) to compare effect sizes, we found a stronger effect size compared to the effect size when using the unaltered rare entropy (Mahalanobis p ¼ 2.9e-04). When rare-low degrees were removed the effect size did not change (Mahalanobis p ¼ 0:944) thus signifying a greater contribution from sparsely connected regions to the ANOVA effect size. Collectively, these findings demonstrated that sparsely connected regions could be used to discriminate between different sedation levels with alterations in their connectivity linked with the role in network integration.
The location and connectivity of sparsely connected regions
To facilitate the characterization and localisation of sparsely connected regions we investigated canonical network membership utilising a set of predefined functional networks widely used in resting-state fMRI literature (Yeo et al., 2011) (alongside 2 manually defined networks spanning subcortical and cerebellar regions). Our first observation was that network membership of sparsely connected regions changed as volunteers transitioned across different sedation levels (Fig. 3c, d , and 3e). When comparing the awake state to moderate sedation we found decreases in the default mode network's (DMN) sparse connections (paired two-tailed t-tests were used across 9 networks, t 24 ¼ 3:1175; p ¼ 0:0423, Bonferroni corrected for 9 networks), a finding supported by previous work demonstrating a reorganization of key regions in the default mode network during moderate sedation (Stamatakis et al., 2010) . Additionally, we found that sparsely connected regions changed their connectivity endpoints (regions they were connected to) with increasing sedation (Supplementary Fig. 2) . Specifically, as volunteers transitioned from awake to moderate sedation, there was an increase in the number of endpoints belonging to the DMN, limbic, and subcortical networks (paired two-tailed t-tests t 24 ¼ 3:1781; p ¼ 0:0364, t 24 ¼ 3:3516; p ¼ 0:023, p ¼ 0:032, Bonferroni corrected for 9 networks) ( Fig. 3c and f) suggesting an increased presence of sparse/reduced Fig. 2 . j Entropy of the degree distribution is decreased during moderate sedation. Part (a) boxplot shows changes in the global entropy from the awake state to moderate sedation. Part (b) boxplot shows changes in rare entropy alone with increased sedation. Part (c) boxplot shows that the frequent entropy remains unchanged across sedation levels. Asterisk (*) indicates post hoc significance p < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. Grey lines between boxplots indicate changes in individual volunteers from awake to moderate sedation. Boxplots' thick lines show median values and whiskers represent 1.5 times the inter-fourth range for n ¼ 25 subjects. Since rare and frequent entropy are parts of the total entropy, boxplots of (b) and (c) are on a different scale. Entropy of rare and frequent degrees were normalized by the length of their respective distribution to account for size bias; thus plots b þ c do not sum to a. connectivity towards these regions as has been reported elsewhere (Mhuircheartaigh et al., 2010; Schr€ oter et al., 2012) .
Global and rare entropy after lesions: the importance of canonical networks
The previous section provided evidence as to where sparse connectivity changes occurred during sedation with the DMN encompassing most of these alterations. To directly assess the importance of changes in large-scale network connectivity during sedation we conducted a lesion simulation by removing single networks and calculating the residual global entropy across the four sedation levels (residual entropy) (Hagmann et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2007; V a sa et al., 2015) (Fig. 4a) . We found an effect of sedation on residual entropy only when we removed the DMN or limbic networks (F 3;72 ¼ 7:84; p ¼ 0.0002, F 3;72 ¼ 5:26; p ¼ 0.0016 respectively). Post hoc t-tests for comparing moderate sedation to the awake state revealed a decrease only in the DMN and limbic residual entropies (p ¼ 0:0048; p ¼ 0:0273, Bonferroni corrected for 9 networks) (caption on next page) ( Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 3a) . We also observed an increase in DMN's residual entropy from moderate sedation to recovery (p ¼ 0:0172, Bonferroni corrected for 9 networks). The same effect held when considering residual rare entropy alone ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). These results shift the focus of our findings to the connectivity of the DMN suggesting its vital role in maintaining whole-brain entropy during sedation. We performed a further validation study by changing our network definitions using those from the Smith et al. (2009) parcellation and we again observed a decrease in the DMN residual entropy (Supplementary Fig. 3b ).
Using entropy of sparsely connected regions to predict behaviour under sedation
Finally, we attempted to establish a relationship between network entropy and behaviour. EEG results have shown that participants who had relatively reduced connectivity during the awake state (a close to 'drowsy' EEG signature) showed slower reaction times during moderate sedation (Chennu et al., 2016) . Since changes in connectivity will likely result in entropy (as it is computed here) changes we investigated the relationship between rare-low degree entropy during the awake state and reaction times (from a semantic decision task) during moderate sedation (Adapa et al., 2014) . We observed a significant anti-correlation (r ¼ À0.6279, p ¼ 0.0030) of reaction times during moderate sedation with rare-low degree entropy during the awake state (Fig. 5a ). We also asked whether rare-low degree entropy during the awake state could predict differences (i.e. amount of change) in the reaction times between the awake state and moderate sedation. Here we found a negative correlation between the two (r ¼ À0.4803, p ¼ 0.0321) (Fig. 5b) reinforcing our earlier suggestion that entropy during the awake state can successfully relate to cognitive ability during moderate sedation. Given our earlier findings, we attempted to establish whether these relationships Fig. 3 . j The functional role, location, and connectivity of sparsely connected regions during different levels of sedation. Part (a) shows one can define the impact of certain nodes of interest to network integration. This can be quantified using G or À G where G or is the largest connected component in the original network and G is the size of the largest connected component in the lesioned network after removing nodes of interest. Part (b) shows the impact of sparsely connected regions on network integration. Removing sparsely connected regions had a bigger impact than removing randomly chosen (rare or frequent) nodes. The difference is getting smaller as individuals become anaesthetized showing that the reduced entropy of sparsely connected regions might be linked to their impaired role in network integration. All the differences where normalized by dividing by the number of nodes in the original brain networks (132). Part (c) shows example locations, in the brain of one healthy volunteer, of sparsely connected regions (yellow)-i.e. regions with degrees that their value was infrequent and low. Their connections to other regions are shown in light green and their connectivity endpoints are shown in brown. In part (d) the alluvial diagram shows changes in the median across subjects (width of colour band) of the amount of sparsely connected regions in different networks with increasing sedation. In part (e) we quantified these changes by calculating the percentage of sparsely connected regions and their network membership during the awake state and moderate sedation. In part (f), we show where sparsely connected regions connect to (i.e. connectivity endpoints). For an alluvial representation of (f) we refer the reader to Supplementary Fig. 2 . In parts (e) and (f) the y-axes indicate percentages that we calculated by dividing by the number of regions in each network. For the ANOVA boxplots' thick lines show median values and whiskers represent 1.5 times the inter-fourth range for n ¼ 25 subjects and asterisks (**), (*) imply post hoc significance p < 0.01 and p < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. For parts (e), (f) barplots show mean values and errors bars show standard error of the mean for n ¼ 25 subjects. Asterisk (*) implies significance p < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected for 9 paired t-tests corresponding to the number of different networks. Abbreviations: DMN: Default-Mode network. DA: DorsalAttention network. FP: Fronto-Parietal network. L: Limbic network. SM: Somato-Motor network. VA: Ventral-Attention network. VIS: Visual network. Sub: Subcortical. Cb: Cerebellum. Fig. 4 . j Entropy of functional connectivity after removing networks. Boxplots display a decrease in residual global entropy during sedation after removing the DMN and limbic networks. Asterisk (*) implies post hoc significance p < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (between sedation levels) and for 9 networks. Boxplots' thick lines show median values and whiskers display 1.5 times the inter-fourth range for n ¼ 25 subjects. For changes in residual entropy for all networks we refer the reader to Supplementary Fig. 3. were driven by the DMN and limbic networks. We found again an anti-correlation of DMN residual entropy with reaction times during sedation (r ¼ À0.4527, p ¼ 0.0450) (Fig. 5c ) as well as an anti-correlation of limbic residual entropy with reaction times during moderate sedation (r ¼ À0.6916, p ¼ 0.0007) (Fig. 5d) suggesting that the entropy of the residual networks that were most affected by sedation is highly reflective of behaviour during moderate sedation.
Discussion
Previous studies on non-human primates suggest that brain connectivity converges to a few dominant patterns during decreased levels of consciousness (Barttfeld et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2017) . Despite this evidence it is still unclear as to whether these findings capture converging states of a volatile dynamic functional connectivity pattern or they are manifestations of a reduction in the complexity of static (time-averaged) functional connectivity per se. In turn, a framework linking the stereotypicity of functional connectivity to loss of network integration that would allude to the hypothesis that decreased complexity leads to impaired consciousness in the anaesthetized brain is missing .
We aimed to address these questions by quantifying the complexity of functional connectivity in a way that a) would allow us to show evidence for homogenization of functional connectivity in the underlying network during sedation b) would allow us to elaborate on the role of these changes in whole-brain network integration. Network models of functional connectivity suggest that our brains are wired in an economic way albeit facilitating efficient local and global communication (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012) . This architecture, known as "small-worldness", is considered to promote local and global efficiency with the existence of heterogeneously connected regions (Zamora-L opez et al., 2016) . In other words functional connectivity of the awake brain is described by a "sweet spot" of complexity standing in the middle of an entropic spectrum with its two ends of random and rigid/lattice networks respectively. In a lattice network, every region would be connected similarly to every other region; however, few edges would be needed for communication between nearby nodes but many edges would have to be traversed for distant communication. In a random network every region would be connected to every other region and information could reach distant nodes using a small number of edges; however, reaching nearby nodes would require more edges than on a lattice. Overall, lattice networks would be locally efficient but globally inefficient, and random networks would be efficient for global but not local communication; thus both of these models would be inadequate to characterize brain functional connectivity (Power et al., 2010) .
This network organization spectrum can be quantitatively captured by the entropy of the degree distribution: from low entropy in lattices to reaching a peak at brain networks and then decreasing again at random Fig. 5 . j Individual differences in reaction times during moderate sedation correlate with rare-low and residual entropies during the awake state. Part (a) shows that higher rare-low entropy (entropy of sparsely connected regions) during the awake state indicates faster reaction times during moderate sedation (negative correlation). Part (b) shows that rare-low entropy during the awake state correlates with differences in the reaction times between the awake state and moderate sedation. Parts (c) and (d) show that the residual entropies of the DMN and limbic networks also negatively correlate with reaction time during moderate sedation. Rare-low entropy was normalized by the length of the degree sample after removal of the high-degree nodes and is therefore on a different scale compared to the residual entropies. r-values indicate Pearson correlations.
networks. From this perspective our first hypothesis suggested that connectivity complexity would be decreased during propofol-induced sedation falling on the left of this spectrum under the assumption of impaired global integration . Indeed, we observed a decrease in global degree entropy during sedation suggesting that brain connectivity is characterized by a diminished repertoire of degrees and, in the context of the previous remarks regarding network efficiency, such homogenization could result in a network architecture that prevents efficient whole-brain information exchange. Why is it not possible for brain networks under sedation to fall on the right side of the spectrum (i.e. decreased entropy signifying a more random organization)? First, studies using EEG data have shown that functional connectivity networks during anaesthesia are characterized by reduced degree entropy but, at the same time, their organization is far from random (Lee et al., 2010) . Second, as we discuss later, the re-organization pattern of regions responsible for global integration suggests that during sedation networks lose the ability to globally communicate information something that is incompatible with the organization of random networks.
We next showed that the observed decrease in entropy was driven by regions that display a rare number of connections. We believe that this result has important implications for our understanding of how propofol affects brain connectivity. First, the diminished repertoire in the degrees of few brain regions suggests that the anaesthetic acts primarily on a limited number of regions. However, although the selective action of propofol can be established during sedation, it is not clear why this selective action can be associated with loss of consciousness. Towards this direction, theoretical accounts have proposed that the selective action of propofol on areas crucial for network integration might be enough to cause loss of consciousness (Alkire et al., 2008) . Alluding to this hypothesis, we showed that sparsely connected regions identified within the set of regions with rare degrees were important for network integration. Expanding on this argument we used only the complexity of these regions to show that it could discriminate between sedation levels better than when using the highly connected regions. Building on the work of Granovetter regarding the importance of weak ties in large-scale social structures (Granovetter, 1973) , sparsely connected regions have been deemed important for bridging different network components thus providing efficient information exchange between distant parts of the brain (Gallos et al., 2012; Goulas et al., 2015; Markov et al., 2011; Park and Friston, 2013) . Furthermore, another study reported a decrease in rare, long-range connections accompanied by loss of whole-brain integration during propofol-induced loss of consciousness (Schr€ oter et al., 2012) . Contributing to this, we showed that sparsely connected regions had an important role in network integration during the awake state. As sedation increased, this role was diminished suggesting that their decreased complexity might be directly linked with their inability to integrate information. This can be one explanation for why the observed decreased complexity of sparsely connected regions during sedation is associated with loss of consciousness.
We also found that sparsely connected regions were significantly decreased in the DMN during moderate sedation. Studies have shown that the DMN, besides highly connected regions, includes regions with sparse connectivity (such as rare, long-distance connections) (Smallwood et al., 2012; Vatansever et al., 2015) , however their role in loss of consciousness has not been established before. In light of our previous observations regarding the importance of sparse connections, one potential explanation could be that, when the DMN loses its sparsely connected regions, the overall result is loss of network integration in the sedated brain.
An additional account for why the complexity of sparsely connected regions might be linked to loss of consciousness can be recapitulated in terms of loss of information capacity (Schrouff et al., 2011; Tononi, 2004) . For example, observed alterations in subcortico-cortical interactions deemed critical for maintaining wakefulness (Brown et al., 2011) can lead to impaired consciousness because they can reduce the capacity of the brain to process information (Alkire et al., 2008) . Our work provided additional explanatory power for this approach. We first showed that during moderate sedation, the connectivity of sparsely connected regions spanned DMN and subcortical regions significantly more than the awake state, aligning with previous evidence of sparse/-decreased connectivity between DMN and subcortical regions during impaired consciousness (Guldenmund et al., 2013) . At the same time this sparsely connected sub-network of cortico-cortico and subcortico-cortical regions was characterized by decreased (rare-low) degree entropy, potentially reflecting its decreased capacity to process information (Brunel, 2016) .
Further research can focus on the importance of sparsely connected regions especially in thalamo-cortical loops that have been deemed critical for regulating consciousness (Ching et al., 2013) . Interestingly the thalamus, although less connected than other hubs in the brain, has been shown to have an enhanced role in network integration (Hwang et al., 2017) . A relationship of this with our data, in the context of reduced entropy of sparsely connected regions, is something that can be investigated in the future.
We next quantified the importance, from an entropy perspective, of canonical networks during different levels of consciousness. Here we observed that the DMN residual entropy was significantly decreased during sedation. An association of impaired connectivity in the DMN and level of consciousness has been previously reported (Guldenmund et al., 2016) . We showed that virtually removing the DMN was associated with a significant decrease in entropy during moderate sedation suggesting its important role in maintaining entropy during loss of consciousness. This result, in conjunction with the fact that the number of sparsely connected regions within the DMN was significantly decreased, suggests that the remaining sparsely connected regions of the DMN heavily facilitated the network entropy of the rest of the brain.
Our results also revealed a significant decrease in the limbic residual entropy. This network consists of frontal medial and orbital regions as well as inferior temporal and parahippocampal regions. Orbitofrontal regions have been associated with engaging visceromotor control (Lindquist and Barrett, 2012) while parahippocampal regions have been linked to conscious sensory perception (Li et al., 2012) both features of conscious experience. On the contrary, the residual entropies of motor and visual networks were not affected during moderate sedation in alignment with evidence showing that primary sensory cortical connectivity is not modulated by sedation Plourde et al., 2006) . It is worth noting that the residual entropy of the DMN network was the only one that significantly increased when comparing recovery to moderate sedation. A previous study has shown that the connectivity of DMN-specific regions is restored during recovery (Långsj€ o et al., 2012) . Accordingly, we expected that the DMN would re-obtain its connectivity pattern during recovery.
Finally, by tracking individual behavioural data during moderate sedation, we discovered that entropy during the awake state was a potential marker of impaired reaction times during sedation. This result adds to a recent EEG study showing the potential of alpha band network connectivity as a predictor of unresponsiveness during propofol-induced sedation (Chennu et al., 2016) . The correlations, however, presented here will require subsequent replication given their exploratory nature.
There are several methodological considerations that need to be acknowledged. Many of the methodological limitations expressed elsewhere concerning the interpretation of the blood oxygenation leveldependent signal, as well as current challenges in applying graphtheoretical models to functional connectivity apply to our study as well. One important caveat in estimating functional connectivity metrics is the short scanning duration (Birn et al., 2013) . Node degree has been shown to be a reliable degree property in test-retest reliability studies when using different parcellations (Cao et al., 2014) . However our 5-min scanning duration is less than the ideal 6-min scanning duration proposed to reliable compute highly connected regions (Liao et al., 2013; Termenon et al., 2016) . Although the nature of the experiment did not allow us to collect data more than 5 min, we plan in the future to test the reliability of our results using longer scanning intervals. Choices of fMRI preprocessing options could have had an impact on our results. In addition, network analysis parameters for thresholding might have had an effect on the conclusions of this study. To this end, we followed standard thresholding techniques that, on the one hand, would keep the graph from being severely fragmented and, on the other hand, would prevent the graph from being random (Power et al., 2011) . It is worth noting that the pre-defined network masks used in the work could potentially bias the results. Firstly, by limbic network we referred to recent characterization of cortico-limbic regions that make up an intrinsic network as defined in Yeo et al. (2011) that includes specific regions. However, our default mode network residual entropy results remained robust under different network definitions ( Supplementary  Fig. 3) . The definition of which degrees could have been regarded as rare could potentially cause bias in the results. In this work we presented results by taking into consideration a variety of frequencies B showing that our results were robust under different frequency thresholds B. In addition, noisy correlations could have had an effect on characterizing rare degrees. As explained in the Methods section, regions with rare degrees were consistently identified as such even when introducing more, potentially noisy edges. However, this is something that will need to be investigated further using different methodological approaches for extracting time series data (for example different parcellations, filtering etc.).
Conclusion
Although the mechanistic action of propofol on different regions of the brain and their correlations with the observed brain activity is still under research, sedation and anaesthesia provide fruitful insights in investigating alterations of consciousness. In turn, studying functional connectivity with fMRI techniques has proved crucial in quantifying interactions between regions of the brain. Using network modelling, degree entropy might be a potential starting point for studying the complexity of functional connectivity as degree is strongly correlated with static (e.g. network topology) (Bassett and Bullmore, 2006) as well as dynamic (e.g. controllability) aspects of biological networks. In this context, our work highlights important opportunities for studying entropy and consciousness. Collectively our results linked and generalized previous theoretical and practical findings that argue about altered consciousness as an effect of reduced complexity in functional connectivity networks.
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